
Black orange storm -Air Jordan12 Low in
the dark with a touch of orangeIn May to
offer what shoes, y - Cheap Shoes Release 2017

is written at the beginning of 

I height 178cm, weight 55kg, playing style 7 sudden 3 cast, because the conditions limit, only in the area of paint actual combat. 

now shoes technology development, the older generation of AJ series gradually become the shoes products, he played with fewer
and fewer people, more people choose a lighter weight, better air cushioning, better combat new products. This is understandable,
the product line replacement is the inevitable trend of the times progress. And in my opinion, sneakers! Born on the court, damn it on
the pitch! 

appearance: 9/10

, two orange rubber on the side of the shoe as an ornament, plus a huge 23, Jordan and jumping logo at the heels, made me look at
the pair of sneakers. Although he does not have 12 generations of high OG color classic, but as a new color matching product is
enough to make me amazing. 

support and protection: 7/10

the shoes outsole with a huge carbon plate, put on the shoes now in the configuration is very view of high-end configuration, the heel
should also be built TPU a small, I pinch pinch is not moving, do not move a mountain is me this pair of shoes on the anti torsion, he
let me in disguise, stop, turn time can be very confident to do actions without overcautious. The toe material also in hardness to the
shoes against the protective effect of some stampede. And a pair of LOW shoes in ankle protection is not very satisfactory, but
fortunately filled with foam, conscience, but there is a little to ease the strength and support role. 

package and comfort: 5/10

if you use these shoes to press the road, then I'll give these shoes 9 points and deduct one point for ventilation. This is a pair of
basketball shoes, inside the toe filled almost no foam, it makes me very worried that if I did not wear socks elite, in the fierce
competition in my toes will be toe cortex or grinding to the top, and then I put on this pair of shoes socks elite almost no air at all again
at the end of the game I hate not immediately put on slippers. As part of the foam filler is conscience shoes package make a certain
upgrade. You might think those faults don't make so many points, but the next thing I'm going to say is the most fatal flaw - round
shoelaces! After I put on my shoelace, I don't want to fight it. When I press the road for less than 1 kilometers, I'll squat down and tie
my shoelaces once more, let alone the intense environment, which makes me look like the figure above. You might say that
shoelaces are improper and you can change them yourself. As a consumer, what I want is to get the product and do it immediately!
These shoes should not be taken by the consumers. It's a mistake when designing these shoes. 

anti-skid and wear-resistant: 6/10

this pair of shoes has a very good anti-skid effect, and the rubber is hard and wearable. But! But! I'm going to say it again, but the
herringbone skid proof area is pretty good. What about the bare areas beyond the herringbone lines? >

also emptied wallet, May to offer what shoes? 

four color SupremexNikeAirMaxMoreUptempo "Suptempo" 

offer period: May 1st 

price: 1299 yuan 

NikeSBBlazerMidXT" Donny" 

release date: May 1st 

price: 799 yuan 

AdidasEQTSupportUltraPK

price: 1399 yuan 

AdidasEQTRacing91PK



price: 899 yuan 

AirJordan7Retro" UniversityBlue" 

release date: May 2nd 

JordanTrunnerLXOG

release date: May 3rd 

price: 999 yuan 

NikeKD9Elite" FliptheSwitch" 

release date: May 5th 

NikePG1" FliptheSwitch" 

price: 849 yuan 

AirJordan11Low" Barons" 

release date: May 27th 

AirJordan11LowGS" BlueMoon" 

NikeAirMaxUptempo2" TripleWhite" 

release date: May 26th 

price: 1099 yuan 

NikeAirMaxUptempo95" TripleWhite" 

release date: May 26th 

NikeAirMaxMoreUptempo" TripleWhite" 

AirJordan11LowGG" Heiress" 

release date: May 25th 

AirJordan11LowGSPRMHC" FrostWhite" 

release date: May 20

AirJordan1HighRetroGS" FrostWhite&quo>
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